6. The Earth Remembers the Battle
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Old stones remember what old men forget.
The silence of horses, the weight of the rain
Old stones remember what

The wind in their sadness, the

hill and the slain
Old stones remember what

old men forget
The iron we gave them, the wood that we grew
Old stones re-member what
Vs.

Old stones remember what
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bisbigiando (gliss)
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Let all notes ring

Vs.

old men forget
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The bright swords delighting, the treacherous few

Fl.

Faster and brighter $\dot{=} 108$

Hp.

Old stones remember what old men forget

Vc.
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cries at an ending the blood on the stones
Old stones remember what old men forget. All

sleep through the earth of iron and lost bone

Let all notes ring.
Old stones re-member what old men forget

Whisper

Let all notes ring